**THIS SIDE UP FOR RHR DOOR**

**DEVICE MOUNTING SCREWS (2 PLACES):**
- METAL: DRILL/TAP FOR 1/4"-20 MACHINE SCREWS
- WOOD: PRE-DRILL Ø1/8" HOLES
- SEXBOLTS: DRILL Ø5/16" CLEARANCE HOLES ON PUSH SIDE, DRILL Ø3/8" HOLES ON PULL SIDE
- TRIM: DRILL Ø5/16" CLEARANCE HOLES ON PUSH SIDE, DRILL Ø1/2" HOLES ON PULL SIDE

**END CAP MOUNTING SCREWS (2 PLACES):**
- METAL: DRILL/TAP FOR 1/4"-20 MACHINE SCREWS
- WOOD: PRE-DRILL Ø1/8" HOLES
- SEXBOLTS: DRILL Ø5/16" CLEARANCE HOLE ON PUSH SIDE, DRILL Ø3/8" HOLES ON PULL SIDE

**TRIM CLEARANCE HOLES (FOR BE AND CE FUNCTIONS):**
- DRILL Ø1/4" CLEARANCE HOLE ON PUSH SIDE
- DRILL Ø3/4" HOLE ON PULL SIDE

For NL trim see Instructions/Templates for details

**NOTES:**
A. DRILL/TAP FOR 1/4"-20 SCREW AND INSTALL AFTER FINAL ADJUSTMENT (SAVE FOR LAST). 
B. HOLE LOCATIONS IDENTIFIED BY THE ⊗ SYMBOL. (PRIMARY DIMENSIONS SHOWN IN INCHES, DIMENSIONS IN [ ] ARE MILLIMETERS.)

---

**THIS SIDE UP FOR LHR DOOR**

**DEVICE & STRIKE CL FINISHED FLOOR**

**FRAME STOP PLACE THIS SIDE ON FRAME STOP**

**FOLD OR CUT ALONG THIS LINE**

**NOTE A**

**STRIKE MOUNTING SCREWS:**
- METAL: DRILL/TAP FOR 1/4"-20 MACHINE SCREWS
- WOOD: PRE-DRILL Ø1/8" HOLES (2 PLACES)

---

**NOTES:**
- DRILL/TAP FOR 1/4"-20 SCREW AND INSTALL AFTER FINAL ADJUSTMENT (SAVE FOR LAST).
- HOLE LOCATIONS IDENTIFIED BY THE ⊗ SYMBOL. (PRIMARY DIMENSIONS SHOWN IN INCHES, DIMENSIONS IN [ ] ARE MILLIMETERS.)

---

**FRAME STOP PLACE THIS SIDE ON DOOR**

**PLACE THIS SIDE ON FRAME STOP**

**PLACE THIS SIDE ON DOOR**

---
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